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T H E CLASSICAL REVIEW

proportional between the sides of the
rectangle, i.e. if az is equal to be, then
b : a equals a : c' Thus ev a> irpmrcp
and &v are both taken to refer to a
figure such as that in Euclid VI. 8.
On Mr. Laird's view, the number 216,
on which Adam -set such store, seems
to disappear, and with it, apparently,
much of the pertinence of the whole
passage to the subject of ' better and
-worse births.'

While one may hesitate to subscribe
hastily to any solution of this locus
-vexatus as a whole, the views here put
forward deserve serious consideration
from students of Greek mathematics.

R. G. BURY.

TEUCER AND T H E TEUCRI.

Teukros und Teukrer: Untersuchung der
homerischen und der nachhomerischen
Ueberlieferung. Von Dr. J. J. G.
VURTHEIM. One vol. 10" X 7*. Pp. 44.
Rotterdam : L. and J. Brusse, 1913.

D R . VURTHEIM has made a special
study of the Ajaxes. • In 1907 he pub-
lished his De A iacis origine, cultu, patria,
the object of which was to show that

the two Ajaxes and the Teucer of the
epic were originally one, and the
mythological offspring of a primal
daemon of Locris. The present work
is an article for Roscher's Lexikon, with
much additional matter that could not
be compressed into the space assigned.
It is an expansion of the chapter on
Teucer in the earlier work, and seems
to include everything that is known at
present about him and the Teucri. The
information is conveniently arranged,
and the copious references to the original
authorities will make the two publi-
cations very useful to students of the
careers of the sons of Telamon. Teucer
is a hero who was •7ToKvir\dvriro<i Kama,
and the facts relating to the various
localities in which he appeared are
separately .tabulated accordingly. His
name, variously derived, is said to be a
title borne by priests of a great god.
The Teucri are pronounced to be
Lelegian, but that, like all else con-
nected with the Leleges, requires further
investigation. In such research ethno-
logical and other enquirers must find
exhaustive monographs like the present
one extremely handy for reference.

A. S.

NOTES AND NEWS
AT last a beginning has been made

of the study of Byzantium and Modern
Greek. This year a Koraes Chair is to
be established at University College,
London, endowed by subscription and
supported by a grant from the Greek
Government. The professor has not
yet been appointed; but lectures are to
be given by Mr. L. Oeconomos on the
Modern Language and Literature, and

courses of public lectures by Professor
Menardos of Athens (Modern Greek
Poetry), Professor Diehl of Paris (Les
Causes de la Grandeur de Byzance),
and Mr. J. Mavrogordato, M.A. (Modern
Greek History). Mr. Oeconomos will
also lecture on Religious Life in the
Byzantine Empire of the twelfth cen-
tury. Admission to the public lectures
is free, without ticket.


